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OFF BALLTHE Got a sports story or event to tell us
about, or want to write for us? Drop

us a line: back2left@gmail.com

Noticeboard

Football
FIFA President Sepp Blatter

(pictured) was the guest

speaker at the Oxford

Union recently but has

been forced to apologise

to Real Madrid following

his comments about Real

Madrid’s Ronaldo which

manager Carlo Ancelotti

described as showing “lack

of respect”. Mr Blatter was

en route, travelling via

private jet, to the FA’s

150th Anniversary Gala

dinner at Covent Garden.

At the end of his talk, he

was asked if he preferred

Messi or Ronaldo. He

describes Messi as a

“good boy” that every

father and mother would

like to have. Ronaldo, he

describes as a “commander

on the field of play” and

impersonates him rather

like you would an SS

commander. He goes on to

suggest that one (Ronaldo)

has more “expenses for the

hairdresser than the other”.

The unfortunate President,

who had screened the

questions he was asked on

the night, was forced to

apologise to Real Madrid

and Ronaldo himself after

they demanded a retraction.

You can watch the whole

talk at www.youtube.com/

oxfordunion

Sports
The finalists for the

Oxfordshire Sports Awards

have just been announced.

The awards are now in

their eighth year and

organisers the Oxfordshire

Sports Partnership tell us

they’ve received more

nominations than ever this

year. Bradley Smith (Moto

GP), Ben Kelsey

(Strongman) and Ben

Watson (Weighlifting) are

up for Sportsman of the

Year, while Izzy Taylor

(Equestrian), Alice Powell

(Motor Racing) and

Hannah England (Athletics)

are up for the women’s

award. The Awards evening

is at the Kassam Stadium

on Friday 29th November.

Tickets cost £30 and are

available from

oxfordshiresport.org

where you can also see

the full list of finalists.

Sport lovers should check

out The Athlete Centre

which is a brand new

‘strength and conditioning’

facility which has opened

its doors at Osney Meads.

It’s geared up to help

athletes to improve at

whatever sport they

participate in, whatever age

and at whatever the level.

There are physiotherapists,

osteopaths, sports massage

therapists, nutritionists and

strength and conditioning

coaches who can help you

with your training routine.

Go to theathletecentre.com

for more info or email

info@theathletecentre.com

Basketball
Oxford Hoops Basketball

Club has taken over the

former Royal Mail depot at

Oxford Business Park. The

new centre, the Hoops

Basketball Centre, will

have 3 basketball courts,

4 futsal pitches, a cafeteria

and a gym. Oxford Hoops

will also play their home

national league fixtures

there. For more info

about their coaching,

how to join a team and

to follow the Hoops, visit

www.oxfordhoops.co.uk

Running
The rain-soaked action at

at the start of the Oxford

Half Marathon (pictured

below), the annual charity

extravaganza, betrayed a

certain lack of novelty

costumes (though, hats off

to Mario and Chicken Man),

but not of enthusiasm. Set

up in 2011 to help raise

money for Helen & Douglas

House, the race consists of

13 gruelling miles around

Oxford City, by the Thames,

ending up back at the start.

An issue with empty water

bottle disposal marred

things a little, but of the

4,000 entrants, there could

be only one winner –

Aylesbury’s Anurahda

Cooray setting a new

Course Record of 66:56.

See full results at www.

oxfordhalfmarathon.co.uk

Golf
A new driving range and

teaching academy has just

opened at Heathfield

Village, near Islip just

north of Oxford. The

brand new range has 19

floodlit, covered bays

along with a further 10

outdoors, 350 yard

outfield, bunker practice

area and café. There are

also PGA Pros to help with

coaching. For more info

visit heathfieldgolfrange.

co.uk or email info@

heathfieldgolfrange.co.uk

Football
Oxford City’s FA Cup

qualifying run came to a

halt when they were

beaten 3-0 away at the

hands of Dover in the

fourth and final qualifying

round. City’s Jamie Cook

hit the bar with a header

but they then lost a first

goal straight after that

following a mix up in their

defence. The Whites added

a second from a free kick

and then a third near the

end, also from a free kick.

Dover play in the

Conference South league.

City beat Eastleigh 3-2 in

the previous round.

Oxford United returned to

the top of the league with

a fine 2-0 win over AFC

Wimbledon at the end of

October. James Constable

put the Yellows ahead

after just six minutes when

he met Asa Hall's ball into

the box to score his 99th

goal for the club. United

were denied two stonewall

penalties with the game

still hanging in the balance,

but when Deane Smalley

was upended in the 81st

minute Oxford were finally

given the decision…

(From theboysfromupthehill.

blogspot.co.uk)
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Recycled Cycles
9a Windmill Road
Headington
Oxford OX3 7BW
07583 806741

Oxford’s bike
recycling centre
Specialists in…

• Used bikes
• New & used spares
• Repairs/servicing
• Helmets
• Accessories
• Frame painting
• Custom builds
• Bikes built from the box
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STAR FACTS!
Founded: 1984

Champions NIHL2 (S) 2012/13

Team colours: Green and black

Venue: Oxford Ice Rink, Oxpens Road

Website: oxfordcitystars.com

Next two home games:v Peterborough Islanders (17 November)Slough Jets (7 December)

You’ve made an excellent start to the
season – what do you put it down to?
DE: Teamwork. A team of pure-bred Oxford
guys that don’t just turn up to play the
game, but to play for each other. We all
know each other as well off the ice as on,
and that brings great team moral and spirit
which counts for a lot.

What are the hardest games you’ve got
coming up?
DE: So far we have played some of the better
teams and have the lower table teams coming
up. Depending what way you look at it, these
could become the tougher ones if you don’t
prepare for them in the same way and expect
them to be too easy.

How do the crowds at Oxford compare
to other teams?
DE: The crowds at Oxford are great and have

gone from strength to strength, especially
since the success from last season. We have a
huge following who call themselves the Green
Army who travel to every away game too which
is massive for us.

Where are the most difficult places to
play – in terms of crowds?
DE: Invicta Mustangs and Romford as there
crowds are very vocal and intimidating.

Who are the team’s biggest rivals?
DE: We have always had good, tough games
against Peterborough due to the aggressiveness
between both teams. Bristol and Swindon are
big games too as they have a lot of players
that have played for Oxford and visa versa.
For out and out rivals this year, I would say
Haringey due to the title challenge and all
their speculation about them being the team
to take it from us.
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Oxford
City Stars
The icemen cometh
Darren Elliott, player coach from the local Ice Hockey League 2

champions speaks to Off The Ball about an excellent start to

the season, the supporters, the rivals and the injuries…

is chipping in – it’s so hard to pick out any
individuals.

Who is your favourite other team in
the league?
DE: I have a soft spot for Chelmsford as I played
there for a season, but more so because of what
they are trying to do this year. Coach, Dean
Birrell, has put a good, young, squad together
and I think they will go from strength to
strength this year and pull off some surprise
results. As for players, I would have to say the
Hargreaves brothers from Bristol. I have known,
played against, and played alongside these guys
a lot over the years, and had some great times,
battles and banter along the way.

How do you get pumped up for a match?
DE: Loud upbeat music in the changing room,
good, off-ice, team warm-up and just overall
good team banter beforehand.

Any injuries sustained in your 23 years as
a player?
DE: I took a stick to the face which resulted in a
fractured cheek, stitches across my eyelid, severe
damage to my eye which left without sight in it
for a few months. But along with loosing teeth,
broken bones and being stitched up, I would
say I’ve done OK to still be playing.

What do you love about ice hockey?
DE: I love everything about it. It’s fast, physical,
and when you tell people you play they usually
look shocked. The social aspect is great – I would
tell anyone that asks about it to come and
watch as I will guarantee you will come again
and want to hopefully try it. 

Darren Elliott speaking to Stewart Garden

What’s your favourite place to play other
than Oxford?
DE: There are a few real nice ice arenas around
the country that I have played in, but in this league
I would say my favourite is Cardiff or Chelmsford.

What’s been your highlight of playing
with OCS?
DE: There have been a few great times over the
years but I think it has to be last season; it was
my first season in senior coaching and then
going on to lift the league title with a home
grown team of pure-bred Oxford guys.

What’s been the highlight of this season
so far?
DE: It has to be beating Haringey in their own
rink – there was a lot of speculation about this
game, trash talk between teams and we were
both unbeaten until we overcame them on
their home ice to win 4–1.

What stands out from the Championship
win last year?
DE: The game against Slough last year stands out
as huge. It was at a crucial time in the season
when our streak was building and we were down
6–1 going into the third period and pulled
together to grab a 9–7 win. From this we went
on to continue our streak and win the league.

Who couldn’t the team do without?
DE: The team is very strong this year and every
player is key. The talent is huge and everyone
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What age did you start playing golf at?
EP: I started at the age of four at Drayton Park
Golf Club under the instruction of Dinah Masey.
My Dad played golf quite regularly at that time
and he introduced both me and my brother Joe
to the game.

How often did you play at the beginning?
EP: I don’t think I was completely obsessed
at the very beginning but golf did become
my main interest from the age of nine or
ten onwards.

At what age did you start to take it
seriously?
EP: From around the age of ten; my first
national tournament I played in was the
Wee Wonders. I managed to win that aged
12 and from that moment on golf was my
passion. I enjoyed competing from the
beginning, and winning gave me a real buzz.

What was your handicap when you
were younger?
EP: I remember getting down to scratch (0)
aged 14. Shooting under par was always a

target at that age and in particular lowering
my handicap. Like most young teenagers, I tried
frantically to lower my handicap.

How long did you play as an amateur?
EP: I started my international amateur career at
the age of 14/15. I played at all levels in both
boy’s and men’s golf. Playing for England
around the world provided me with important
lessons and tough challenges.

When did you turn professional and was it
a big decision?
EP: I turned professional in May of 2011. It
wasn't a big decision – I felt ready to leave the
amateur scene and test myself against wider,
stronger opposition.

Who has been the most influential person
on your career?
EP: I find that one difficult to answer directly as
everybody whom I have worked with has
played an important role. From my dad to the
EGU (English Golf Union) – each person I have
received advice from, even the poor advice, has
been important to me.

Anything you did in your game to make
progressions to higher levels or has it all
been gradual?
EP: I would say certainly this year changing my
coach in May proved to be a strong decision.
I felt I needed to improve my long game to
contend to win tournaments on the European
Tour. Mike Walker, (my new coach) has been
instrumental in this process.

What was it like playing in the US Open?
EP: It was pretty special. Merion is a brilliant
golf course and I think the fact my first major
was on such a difficult layout will prove helpful
going forward.

Any fellow pros you’ve got to know –
anybody been particularly helpful?
EP: Most of the guys are very friendly. Justin
Rose and Henrik Stenson instantly struck me as
approachable individuals and helpful. I knew
Rory McIlroy from before but it was great to
chat with him again and that shows his feet
are firmly on the ground as he is also extremely
approachable.

What’s it like behind the scenes at
tournaments? Do you socialise with
other players?
EP: It’s fairly unglamorous to be honest. It’s
hotel, golf course, hotel most weeks. I share
with a friend usually, or with my new caddie
who is also a friend from home.

Anybody you’ve played with that has
stood out?
EP: Marc Warren’s ball striking was particularly
impressive in the 3rd round of the Spanish Open.

What would you say is the strongest part
of your game? What needs the most work?
EP: The strongest part of my game, as with the
weakest tends to fluctuate over time. My
philosophy is work on your weaknesses. I
despise struggling, whether it’s my driving or
putting. I try to identify the problem and cure
it quickly. ‘Kill the monsters while they’re little’
is a favourite saying of mine!

Have you set yourself any targets for next
year and what will you do to get there?
EP: I have not set any targets for my future.
I live in short timescales focusing my energy
on what needs doing now. Obviously there will

always be ‘bigger’ goals and dreams but I'm
not totally sure of mine yet. Getting better,
enjoying the process and competing hard are
always my thoughts. The rest will be the result
of that, good or great.

Who caddies for you and how important
are they to you?
EP: Jamie Herbert is my caddie. He is also my
putting coach which works very well. Putting is
obviously instrumental in being successful as a
golfer and so far with him around each week,
my putting has been more consistent… which
has been nice.

What are your favourite Oxfordshire
courses to play?
EP: Growing up I played a lot of courses in
Oxfordshire. Frilford Heath was always a
highlight along with Southfield’s quirky layout
and Studley Wood's challenging length.

Favourite courses elsewhere?
EP: Valderrama for its visual demands and
challenges, Merion because the whole lot is
just amazing and Kingsbarns because the views
are beautiful.

Where haven’t you played but would
like to?
EP: Augusta!

Best shot you’ve ever hit?
EP: The best shot I’ve played this year was my lob
shot on the 16th at Wentworth on the final
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EDDIE PEPPERELL AT A GLANCE
Born: 22 January 1991

Turned pro: 2011
Attachment: Frilford Heath GC

Amateur career:Berkshire Trophy, Welsh Open AmateurChampionship (2010), Portuguese AmateurChampionship (2011), runner-up – BoysAmateur Championship (2009)

Professional career:Winner – Allianz Open Côtes d’Armor Bretagne(2012), 6th – BMW PGA (Wentworth), 8th –Open d’Espana, T12 – Scottish Open, T28 –Johnnie Walker, T28, T26 – Alfred Dunhill (2013)

Career in majors:
Qualified US Open (Merion, 2013)
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Eddie
Pepperell
A cut above

Stewart Garden meets Oxford’s rising star of golf’s European tour.

Cover and inside pictures: Maya Wanelik
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day. It was a very tough shot and after double-
bogeying the 15th, par was imperative. In terms
of ball striking, my final round at the Irish Open
was really pleasing. If the putter had been hot I
believe I could’ve shot a very nice number.

On the other side, worst cardwrecking
moment?
EP: Luckily I can’t remember having a card
wrecking moment when I've been doing well, so
probably the double-bogey on 15 at Wentworth
on the Sunday was a little annoying!

What picks you up when you’ve had a bad
day at the office?
EP: Acknowledging golf’s challenges keeps me
perpetually motivated. Golf is such a tough
game that complacency gets punished, getting

ahead of yourself never proves
helpful and that’s the main reason
golfers should always remain
grounded.

I’ve read you’re a bit of a
bookworm?
EP: Books that I’ve really enjoyed
are The Talent Code by Daniel
Coyle, The Gold Mine Effect by
Rasmus Ankersen and The Magic
of Reality by Richard Dawkins –
not only because he’s from Oxford,
but because it is fascinating!

How do you get in the zone
before a big tournament –
do you get nervous?
EP: I hope nerves remain with me
forever. I can’t imagine a Sunday
in contention when nerves won’t
be the gremlin on the shoulder
ready to be beaten.

How do you kick back after a
tournament?
EP: Holidays! I’ve found it’s the
only way I can get away from
everything. I enjoy putting my
feet up for four days after a
busy run and good food and
the sun replenishes me
perfectly well!

What would you say to
people thinking about taking golf up
professionally?
EP: I would say be ready to learn, become good
at observing the world around you, and always
remember we’re all humans so what you see in
others can be achieved by you.

How would you sum up your golfing
career so far?
EP: I think it’s been OK. “Slow and steady wins
the race” my dad always says, and a successful
career in golf epitomises this. I intend to keep
my emotions level, especially on weeks off, and
remind myself to go for it on Sundays as I’m not
sure we live more than once.

Read the Eddie Pepperell blog:
eddiepepperell.wordpress.com

GOLF

For more information on Headington
RoadRunners go to hrr.org.uk/h5m
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RUNNING

RESULTS

Men’s
1. Stuart Nelson   24:13

Wellingborough & District AC
2. Mark Ryall   24:28

Victoria Park Harriers
3. Ian Harkness   24:49
Thames Hare & Hounds

Women’s
1. Melanie Wilkins   27:44

Belgrave Harriers
2. Jennifer McBain   27:51

Alchester RC
3. Jessica Bruce   28:20

Headington RR

September saw the return of the Headington 5
Mile Road Race organised by the Headington
RoadRunners on the club’s 25th anniversary.
Race Director Steve Cowls described the event
as coming back to its ‘spiritual home’ with the
course beginning and ending opposite the race
HQ at Oxsrad Sports Centre in Marston.

37 running clubs were represented by 188
finishers, with competitors coming from as far
as Ealing and Edinburgh.

The race was competitive with the top three
in both the men’s and women’s categories
being separated by just 36 seconds.

Stuart Nelson, Wellingborough & District AC,
was the first male finisher in a time of 24:13
while Melanie Wilkins, Belgrave Harriers, won
the women’s race in 27:44.

Jon Chambers, a Headington RoadRunners
member, said: “There’s been a nice atmosphere
and a good mixture of people.  It’s good to run
with other people as it spurs you on.” 

Pictures and text: Paul Gould
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The
Headington
5 makes a
comeback
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Would you say the sport was growing in
popularity in this area?
PM: Absolutely it’s growing. Since I’ve been
playing, Oxfordshire has grown by 5 clubs and
this year we are running a local league of 24
teams compared with 10 when I started. Most
clubs are also looking to be able to grow to a
third team where possible. As for spectating,
players often turn up early or stay late after
their matches to watch other games. And big
crowds can be drawn.

Which teams are there in the area?
PM: Oxfordshire Korfball covers quite a large
area with 11 clubs coming from Abingdon,
Basingstoke, Didcot, Farnborough, Oxford (3),
Reading, Southampton (2) and Woking. We
split our local league into 3 divisions so that
only the first division and southern clubs play
true home/away fixtures. Clubs from Didcot and
north play all first division home matches and
all second division matches at St Gregory the
Great school in Oxford on Sunday afternoons.
This reduces the travel for beginners in the
Oxfordshire region.

To a beginner, how long would it take to
move up the levels?
GC: In this country the sport is new to some
people, so gaining an understanding of the game

ALT-SPORTS
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Alternative
sports thrives
in Oxfordshire

can take a while. Anyone with a background in
basketball or netball has the core skills needed –
the rest is just practice and experience.

How do girls and boys get along
playing together?
PM: Absolutely fine. Great friendships spring up
and Korfball marriages are not at all unusual.
In fact, it makes for a much more friendly
atmosphere than you can get in single sex football
or netball teams. It really does bring out fair play.
GC: I know a lot of people who met through
korfball – someone once described Korfball to
me as “a bit like speed dating”!

Who is the best team locally?
PM: They’re all great, but at the moment
Basingstoke are the team to beat! We also
have Ireland and Scotland Internationals
playing for local teams as well. The OKA has
three very competitive regional level teams
who play against South West and Welsh teams,
and Oxford has played at national level in the
past. Plus we have our very first England U19
training squad player this year. If you want to
play for your country, Korfball is a great sport
to maximise your chances.

Alternative sports in Oxfordshire are benefiting
from the ‘have a go’ spirit engendered by the
London 2012 Olympic Games. Recently, the first
ever annual alternative sports day in Oxford at
the Community Stadium was a huge success
and showcased Korfball, Dodgeball, Ultimate
Frisbee and Capoeira.

The ever-inquisitive Off the Ball mag decided
to go ‘off road’ from our usual sporting diet and
spoke with some of the main players behind
one of the most popular alternative sports
played in Oxford, Korfball, to find out more.

The game
Korfball is a fast-paced game combining aspects
of netball and basketball that originated in the
Netherlands. The ‘korf’ is the scoring basket and

each team consists of eight players, four female
and four male. The court is split into two zones
with four players from each team occupying
them as attackers or defenders. Players score by
throwing the ball through the opponents'
basket. After two goals, the teams change
zones: defenders become attackers and
attackers become defenders. Blocking, tackling,
holding and dribbling the ball are not allowed.
If a defending unit gets possession of the ball
they must then try to pass it to their attacking
team mates in the other zone.

The players
Peter Mulley (PM): Chairman of the Oxford
Korfball Association; Gareth Clarke (GC):
Coaching Co-ordinator, Oxford City Korfball Club.

KORFBALL  

 www.oxfordisis.co.uk

Training is held weekly, led by our 
Club Coach, with weekend league 
matches played on Sundays.   

For more information email  
info@oxfordisis.co.uk

PLAYERS WANTED
Korfball is a mixed-team sport,  
similiar to basketball and netball. 

Its great for those looking for a  
bit of fun and exercise.

Oxford Isis are looking for players of 
all ages and abilities to join us.

6 FREE taster training sessions for 
all beginners!



The
half
time
tipple

What beverages do the managers of today
drink? There is a temptation to have a quick
alcoholic ‘snifter’ before the game to settle the
nerves (there is often a bottle of whiskey and
two glasses in the bottom of a filing-cabinet
reserved for old footballing chums to be used
after the match), but the temptation is denied
these days… too early for that.

So, to steady the nerves, keep warm and look
thoughtful – is it tea or coffee? This imbibing
could be before the match starts or perhaps
at half-time. In the winter, there is nothing
like a cuppa to warm you up at half-time –
ask players and officials. It’s just too cold for
orange squash.

Certainly, a
traditional type of
manager would go
for tea. One can
imagine the late
Brian Clough having
a strong cuppa, the
Newcastle manager
with one coloured deep brown (closest colour to
the ale) and the Liverpool manager wanting one
with the colour and consistency of Guinness!

Continuing on this theme, the tea at Crewe
may be railway quality tea (it will take the
varnish off the table) and Harry at QPR may
send out for, and drink, bargain-priced tea from
the market around the corner. But, up the
footballing social-class, Delia may have
arranged for various teas such as Oolong and
Yunnan, or for times of stress, Camomile.

However, it is possible that her manager may
think that Lapsang Souchong is a North
Korean striker available for transfer in the
near future!

Arsene Wenger will probably want a cup
and saucer, not a mug, preferably waiter
service. It could be coffee or tea; de Canio,
with a little more time on his hands these
days admittedly, seems to be permanently on
a caffeine-rush, but, surely, the Italian and
French managers will want a quality cup of
coffee with all the ‘trimmings’.

It could be that some of the well-paid,
sophisticated footballers (all right, the ones
from abroad) may well want Colombian Blonde

Roast or Sumatran
Low-Calorie with
cinnamon or an iced
caramel coffee,
doubleshot etc. But
does the modern
footballer know the
difference between

cappuccino and frappuccino? These days, yes; it
may be their specialist subject on Mastermind.

If tea and coffee is not your ‘cup of tea’, a hot
cup of water might suffice, like Asterix in Britain.

Alternatively, if you still hanker after an
alcoholic ‘snifter’, you could find a player
like Matt Tees who played in the 1940s for
Airdrie, Grimsby, Charlton and Luton; when it
was cold, he rubbed whiskey on his knees to
keep them warm, but his team-mates would
try and lick them!

clubs. Over the summer, out of season, clubs
organise summer outdoor tournaments
where we compete for Haribo trophies (some
do have proper trophies to win, mind) and
there’s always a social afterwards.

What attributes does a Korfball
player need?
GC: The post is 11.5’ high so height is handy
but not essential. I have to say that because
I’m only 5’10”! You can outmanoeuvre and
position yourself better to counter a taller
player though. Acceleration and the ability to
change pace and direction are both desirable
attributes. You’re one on one in attack so a lot
of movement in Korfball is to get away from
your defender, either to shoot or receive a pass.
On top of that, good hand-eye coordination
and a good throw will help you get that ball
where it needs to be.

How do I join a club?
Visit www.oxfordshirekorfball.org.uk or
contact any of the clubs directly. Most clubs
operate a policy of several free training sessions
for new players.

FOOTBALL
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Dodgeball
This frenetic sport was made famous by the 2004
film starring Ben Stiller. The aim is to throw
balls at your opponents in the hope of hitting
them while trying to avoid being hit yourself.

A minimum of six balls are lined up on the
halfway line at the start of the game. On the
whistle, both teams rush to take possession of
the balls and the mayhem begins. If a player is
hit by a ball that hasn’t bounced first they are
eliminated from the game. If a player catches a
ball thrown at them ‘on the full’ then the
player who threw it is eliminated and an
eliminated player from the catcher’s team can
be re-instated. A game ends when a team’s
players are all eliminated.

Ultimate Frisbee
Ultimate Frisbee is an entertaining and skilful
sport where each team attempts to pass the
frisbee to a team mate in the scoring zone at
the end of the field. In this respect it has
similarities to American Football.

Players cannot run with the frisbee and
anyone in possession must attempt a pass
within 10 seconds of receiving it. If a pass is
incomplete or intercepted then possession
switches to the other team.

At the highest levels, Ultimate is a very
strategic game with teams employing a host of
formations and tactical devices.

Capoeira
Capoeira is a Brazilian martial art involving
elements of dance, acrobatics and music. It’s a
fascinating spectacle and requires agility and
trickery. Unlike most martial arts, much of
Capoeira is non-contact and the combat is
simulated. The emphasis, therefore, is on skill
rather than strength. Participants form a circle,
sing, clap and play traditional musical
instruments. Two players enter the ‘roda’ and
challenge each other using kicks, sweeps, and
other acrobatic movements.

Words: Paul Gould

Other alternative sports to try

Any strong local rivalries?
PM: Only on the pitch – everyone wants to
win. Off the pitch we revert to being great
friends. As the season draws to a close in
March and teams are battling for promotion
or to avoid relegation, the games are
particularly exciting!

Is it one the casual participants can enjoy –
how demanding is it?
GC: It can be as demanding as any team sport
really. The focus is on working together and
it’s very tactical so there’s a base level of
participation. We like to get everyone who
joins our club playing matches as soon as
possible – it’s the best way to learn the game
but if you just enjoy the practice sessions and
social side of things, that’s fine too. It’s a great
way to keep fit. Physically it’s a good workout.
We try to get a bit of fitness into our sessions
as well as technique and tactics. Games are
30 minutes each way and when you’re
defending you’re at the mercy of your attacker.
So if he/she wants to run you all over the
place, you have to be able to follow him/her!
Socially, there’s a great vibe at all the local

“The tea at Crewe may be
railway quality (it will take
the varnish off the table).”

Mervyn Hughes looks at the drinking habits of the modern football manager

Lapsang Souchong – striker
available for transfer



NUTRITION
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try a box today

I eat and match that to the
activity level of my day. If I’ve
been working from home and
not been very active, I change
my carbohydrate level
accordingly. I tend to eat a lot
of oily fish to boost my
Omega3 levels – I’ll get a bag
of organic bones from the
Covered Market and boil them
up to make soups and I also eat
loads of vegetables. In particular,

broccoli, peas, sweet potatoes and beetroot.
I also use a quality multivitamin and mineral.
I also supplement with fish oils and vitamin D
on a daily basis as well.

What sort of people do you work with?
GA: I work with a wide range of people, from
your average person who might need to lose
excess body fat, an executive running low on
energy who wants to improve their performance
at work, or a mum who wants to add a bit more
muscle and look like Jess Ennis! I also work with
a number of international elite level athletes,
have worked with some guys who played for
the Wallabies, provincial New Zealand Rugby

players, and I’m currently working with a
couple of international test cricketers from
India. Generally, professional athletes tend to
have some sort of a nutritional guidance from
their club. However, there are a number of
people who are out of the international arena
and trying to get back into it and then looking
for an extra edge.

What do you consider to be the five main
superfoods?
I prefer to think of a superfood diet that contains
a balance of different foods. If I had to choose
only five foods that I had to take on a desert
island to eat for the rest of my life I would choose;
broccoli, an oily fish like mackerel or salmon, a
berry, probably a raspberry or blue berry. For
fats, I would choose coconut oil or coconuts and
maybe sweet potato for a carb source.

Continues in next issue

Gavin Allinson is a certified Sports
Nutritionist with the International Society

of Sports Nutrition (CISSN). Go to
gavinallinson.com for more info.In part 1 of a series of articles,

local sports nutrition expert

Gavin Allinson tips us off on

simple ways to improve

sporting performance…

What’s a sports nutritionist – how does it
differ from a general nutritionist?
GA: Sports nutritionists tend to work with
people who want to build muscle or lose fat
and/or improve sporting performance. Food can
be powerful in manipulating hormone levels.
For fat loss, obviously, good diet and how and
when you train is important. Sports nutritionists
also focus on performance advantages by
improving recovery and performance. A
nutritional therapist, on the other hand, will
tend to deal with more health-related issues,
such as adrenal fatigue, patients recovering from
cancer, as well as allergies and intolerances.

How has nutrition helped your own per-
formance in sports?
GA: The main area where sports nutrition has
helped my own performance is managing my
bodyweight. I used to be around 100–105kg.
Since understanding sports nutrition, I’ve been

more aware of my own body composition
changes and now walk around at about 93kg.
The main sports I’ve competed in over recent
years is full distance Iron Man (3.8km swim,
180km bike and 42km marathon). I was pleased
to finish in a time of less than 12 hours for my
first one. I’ve also competed at Brazilian jujitsu
where there are weight categories and you have
to make weight 10 minutes before you fight.
You can’t afford to dehydrate yourself as you
need to still be fit and strong to compete. I’ve
also used a number of performance-enhancing
foods and supplements that help buffer lactic
acid and improve blood flow to the muscles.

What is your own daily diet like?
As you may expect my diet is pretty good – I tend
to use a low carb approach because with my
body type and body shape, it is quite easy for me
to put on weight and add fat. So, I need to be
careful of the actual amount of carbohydrates



Doors 7pm unless stated

10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Weds 23rd Oct • £20 adv
6.30pm

Thurs 24th Oct • £6 adv

Fri 25th Oct  
VIP tickets remaining only 

Fri 25th Oct • £12.50 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Fri 25th Oct • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 26th Oct • £7 adv
6.30pm - 11pm

Sun 27th Oct • £16.50 adv

Sun 27th Oct • £13 adv

Mon 28th Oct • £19.50 adv

Tues 29th Oct • £12.50 adv

Weds 30th Oct • £10.50 adv

Fri 1st Nov • £12 adv
8pm - 3am • over 18s only 

Sat 2nd Nov • £12.50 adv

Mon 4th Nov • £20 adv
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Fri 8th Nov • £18.50 adv
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Fri 8th Nov • £11 adv
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11pm - 3am • over 18s only
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6pm - 10pm
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Tues 12th Nov • £15 adv
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6.30pm
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Fri 29th Nov • £7.50 adv
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Sat 30th Nov • £15 adv
6pm

Sat 30th Nov • £10 adv
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Sun 1st Dec • £25 adv

Mon 2nd Dec • £22.50 adv

Mon 2nd Dec • £9 adv

Tues 3rd Dec • £10 adv

Thurs 5th Dec • £13.50 adv

Thurs 5th Dec • £10 adv

Sat 7th Dec • £12 adv

Weds 11th Dec • £17.50 adv
6pm

Thurs 12th Dec • £18.50 adv
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Fri 13th Dec • £12 adv
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